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mounting

finish

light
source

CCT
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options

LIF

Lifto

LINO

Liftolino,
(small) table
lamp with base

TL
table light
WALL
wall mount

13
black
anodized
11 1
chrome

LED

30
3000K (675lm)

40
4000K (675lm)

90
CRI90+

TC

Table clamp (see page 3 for details)

IB

Iron Base Black

TA

Threaded adapter

WB

Wall Bracket black

WBC

Wall Bracket chrome plated

Ordering Example: LIF-TL-11-LED-30-90-TC
* This product is intended for indoor use only. 1 Not available with liftolino
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1 3/4" (33mm)
6 3/4" (170mm)
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Description

belux lifto, combines state-of-the-art functionality with timeless design. The use of gas pressure
springs is unique in lighting construction and gives belux lifto its wide radius of action. The three
articulated joints are easy to move with just one hand, yet the light stays unchanged in the desired
position, even with this large radius of action. With 10 strong Power LEDs to illuminate the table over
a wide and impressive area with high color rendering. The close arrangement of the LEDs precludes
unpleasant multiple shadowing. Belux lifto is also designed so that the LED board can be replaced.
belux lifto has a wide range of applications in both the office and the home. The smaller belux
liftolino version is especially suitable for small tables or for bedside reading.

Mounting

table light large with clamp or table light small with base

Material

lifto is available in chrome or black finish. liftolino is made of aluminum and available in
black finish only.

Optical system / LED’s

Available in 3000K or 4000k CRI 90+.

Controls / Dimming

integral dimming. The integrated tip-switch enables belux lifto to be dimmed from 100-1% or
switched completely on or off. The electronics are designed for an operating lifetime of 50,000hrs

ETL / UL

Testing pending by ETL for installation in the US and Canada. Ingress Protection. IP20

5

YEAR

LED WARRANTY
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rotation

light module

three articulated joints are easy to move with
just one hand

Photometry

240
2

180

Lifto
Delivered lumens: 676lm
CCT: 4000K

120

60

CRI: 90+
Power: 35W

table clamp (TC) option
the optional table clamp can accomodate a
maximum table thickness is 2 5/8”. There is no
minimum.
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